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Executive summary
The aim of this document is to describe and analyse theory and practice of auction markets in order to
elaborate a useful set of recommendations and principles of design to be used as a starting point for the
design of an auction market for the airport slot allocation problem.
First, theoretical foundations on markets, auctions and auction markets are studied. Second, real cases of
auction markets in different domains are analysed to extract commonalities with the slot allocation problem,
so that previous experiences help identify good practices and avoid wrong principles. Third, the literature
about suggested improvements over the present slot allocation system has been processed to extract
compatible points that could be considered. Fourth, conclusions are presented as a set of recommendations,
classified according to key issues which should be taken into account in the design process.
The allocation of slots is a combinatorial allocation problem, so combinatorial auctions, where participants
can bid for several items, should be used to address it. In general, it is harder to find an efficient result in
multiple-item auctions, and if there are strong complementarities between items (as in slot allocation),
equilibrium might not even exist. In any case, the ideal system of a combinatorial auction should have three
characteristics: i) an efficient mechanism to determine the winner, ii) an incentive-compatible mechanism so
that participants bid truthfully, and iii) it should set the prices of the items. As in any market, three
dimensions should be considered: the institution, the environment, and the agents’ behaviour. This means
that not only maths and rules are needed in auction engineering, but also social sciences and
experimentation are essential.
Three main case studies of the application of auction markets in different domains are presented:
radioelectric spectrum, electricity and greenhouse gases emissions. Spectrum auctions are the most similar
case to slot allocation because of the complementarity of the items, and they have shown that small
variations in the design, as well as environmental and agents’ factors, can lead to very different results.
Electricity markets give good examples of the utility of using both long-term and short-term markets, and the
difference between uniform and discriminatory prices. Emission trading systems provide a good reference
on how to implement a progressive strategy to introduce auctions in a market and clues on how to allocate
the expected revenues.
Auctions are not the only proposal in an attempt to achieve market efficiency. Their introduction can be
studied next to other ideas, most of them related to limiting grandfather rights, and formalising and
strengthening the secondary trading system. The most common reticence found in literature to adopt the
auction approach has been the feeling of uncertainty about the possible impact that a disruptive change
such as replacing grandfather rights by auction markets could mean. However, many authors agree on the
benefits that, already in the short-term, these mechanisms could bring to the air transport domain in terms
of efficiency, information and feedback, slot value estimation, competence, and economic revenues for
public administrations.
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Auctioning is compatible with other mechanisms: a secondary trading market would still be feasible, but at a
different scale; auctions are supposed to get much faster to a situation similar to the one secondary trading
creates in the long-term. The global system to cover the slot allocation problem could consist of the
combination of several markets with different characteristics, and they could be implemented following a
progressive strategy with several phases.
Also, it would be necessary to create or appoint an international organisation to act as auctioneer and
market regulator. Such organisation would design and conduct the auctions, deciding the combination of
airports and slots to be included in each one, the mechanisms to use, and the types of participants that
would be accepted. It would also collect the payments, so it should be established how to allocate these
benefits for the benefit of the citizens. A uniform global auctioning strategy is important to boost markets,
but customisation, scalability and adaptability have to be kept in mind. There is no single answer for most of
these aspects: experimentation is needed. Auctions will have to be tested in the lab first, by means of
modelling and simulation, as planned in the ACCESS project.
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1. Introduction
1.1 Scope and objectives
The main objective of this deliverable is to provide a knowledge baseline about auction-based markets,
based on theory, mechanisms, rules and experiences, so it can be used as a reference for the design of an
auction-based market for the slot allocation problem.
The document is expected to meet a number of lower level objectives:
1. To understand the fundamentals of markets and their main issues related to fair competence and
equilibrium.
2. To distinguish and classify the different types of auctions and auction-based markets.
3. To study real applications of auction-based markets in other fields, so that examples of good/bad
results are analysed.
4. To extract a set of recommendations to be used as a starting point for D2.2, including suggested
principles of design, impact of common errors observed in the past, and generally things to
consider/avoid.

1.2 Structure of the document
The document is structured as follows:


Section 2 presents the general principles of markets and auctions as well as the different types of
auction markets, explains how to use agent-based modelling for the design of auctions, and discusses
the relevance of auctions to the problem of airport slot allocation.



Section 3 analyses the use of auctions in other sectors through three case studies: radioelectric
spectrum allocation, electricity markets, and emission allowances markets.



Section 4 reviews the literature on the application of auctions for the allocation of airport slots.



Section 5 includes a synthesis of the main findings and the conclusions, and derives a set of
recommendations for the design of an auction market for airport slots.

1.3 Glossary of terms
Term
Auction Markets

Definition
Models of markets in which products, services or rights are bought and sold through a
formal bidding process.

Market

Systems, institutions, procedures, social relations and infrastructures whereby parties
engage in exchange.

Spot Market

A market where the items are traded for immediate delivery, typically a few days.

© ACCESS Consortium
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Term
Forward / Futures
Market

Definition
A market where the items traded are usually contracts for specific quantities at a
specified price with delivery set at a specified time in the future.

Market
Equilibrium

It refers to a condition where a market price is established through competition such
that the amount of goods or services sought by buyers is equal to the amount of goods
or services produced by sellers. The equilibrium price is often called the competitive
price or market clearing price and will tend not to change unless demand or supply
changes.

Combinatorial
Auction

A type of smart market in which participants can place bids on combinations of
discrete items, or “packages”, rather than individual items or continuous quantities.
Table 1. Glossary of terms

1.4 Acronyms and abbreviations
Acronym
ACCESS

Definition
Application of Agent-Based Computational Economics to Strategic Slot Allocation

AE

Auction Engineering

ABM

Agent-Based Modelling

ATM

Air Traffic Management

CAP

Combinatorial Allocation Problem

CDA

Continuous Double Auction

DCA

Dynamic Combinatorial Auction

E-ATMS

European Air Traffic Management System

EEA

European Economic Area

EPA

Environmental Protection Agency

ETS

Emissions Trading System

FCC

Federal Communications Commission

GHG

Greenhouse Gas

HDR

High Density Rule

IATA

International Air Transport Association

ICAO

International Civil Aviation Organization

SESAR

Single European Sky ATM Research Programme

SJU

SESAR Joint Undertaking (Agency of the European Commission)

SSA

Simultaneous Ascending Auction

UMTS

Universal Mobile Telecommunications System
Table 2. Acronyms and abbreviations
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2. Markets and auction markets
This section presents the general principles and types of auction markets, together with some of their key
aspects that may impact on their application to the slot allocation problem, explaining why they fit in this
kind of problem.

2.1 Principles of market mechanisms
Auctions are models of markets in which products, services or rights are bought and sold through a formal
bidding process. We have underlined in the definition that the core of auction theory is to make explicit the
process governing price formation. This is the reason for the heading of this section.
The interest of this section is not to provide a complete auction list which is available elsewhere, but to show
the relevance and scope of auction modelling and experimental design through Agent-Based Modelling
(ABM), with accessible and persuasive arguments.

2.1.1 Auction theory as a behavioural approach to market design
In constructivist microeconomics, markets are represented by mathematical artefacts and are solved by
looking for the equilibrium price. But the dynamic behaviour of the participants is overlooked. The
socio-ecological learning process of the agents, as elements of the system, is ignored. In conventional
microeconomics, agents are homogeneous under their class (buyers and sellers) and so are the goods. When
the goods are heterogeneous, an equilibrium solution is presented, but to formalise the dynamics of the
mathematical model, the concept of an average-representative firm has to be imposed. Even more, the
markets are, in general, restricted to one product, and bundle prices practices are reduced to simple
workable cases, again without making explicit how price formation is achieved.
For a long time and even today, auction theory has been considered a specialised field, different from the
main body of economic theory. It was the task of management practitioners and operations researchers
rather than a part of mainstream economics. In this section we aim to show the poverty of conventional
microeconomics and to what extent auction theory can enrich microeconomics, both in methods and in
scope, with a behavioural focus. No wonder that auction theory has attracted great attention in the last
years, because it has practical value and it uncovers the behavioural complexity of markets. Auction theory
provides the micro-foundation of market dynamics. A comic illustration about this can be seen in Figure 1.
Combinatorial auctions are those auctions in which bidders can place bids on packages rather than just
individual goods. To work out solutions to the problem of airport slot allocation from the perspective of
complex adaptive systems, one has to design auctions in which bidders can place bids on combinations of
items rather than individual items. So we will have to design a combinatorial auction. The field of
combinatorial auctions needs the contribution of Economics, Operational Research and Experimental
Economics, mainly Agent Based Models.
Auctions have to make explicit the “physical landscape” and the behaviour of the social agents that populate
the auction. We have to model bounded rational agents that bid with fast and frugal rules. Bidders will make
initial valuations (reservation prices or opportunity cost estimations) from their managerial experience in
their field. They make value judgements, and well-designed auctions should handle the complexity,
providing social feedback for ecological adaptive learning of the agents, learning and contributing to the
distributed intelligence of the system.
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Economics and consequently auction models are a social science field. Being social brings up a kind of
complexity that goes far beyond computational limitations. On the other hand, being a science, auction
design needs experimentation.
The behavioural design of auctions, as market mechanisms, not only provides solutions for our problem of
airport slot allocation, but also a new method for solving problems of “scarcity and choice”, and distributed
intelligence management. Auctions design, as a socially inspired method, can be seen as an area of
crowdsourcing in management: obtaining needed services, ideas, or content by soliciting contributions from
a large group of people, and especially from an online community, rather than from employees or suppliers.

Figure 1. Auction Theory as a new way to understand the core of Economics: the Exchange
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2.1.2 Mathematics and game theory cannot accommodate social complexity
Complexity is a term used in many ways according to different schools (see [8] for a recent survey). A
dynamical system is complex if it endogenously does not tend asymptotically to a fixed point, a limit cycle, or
an explosion. Alternatively, a situation exhibits complexity when there is an extreme difficulty to calculate
solutions to optimisation problems. Another source of complexity appears when it is required to design
agents with bounded rationality yet strategic behaviour: these heterogeneous agents should learn from the
decisions of others. This is where game theory has attempted to extend market design with limited success,
but with great academic relevance.
Consider the following classroom example [80], frequently used with students to illustrate the need for a
new method in economics: the generative method (Agent Based Modelling).
Three contestants, A, B and C, have a balloon and a pistol each. From fixed positions, they fire at each
other’s balloon. When a balloon is hit, its owner is out of the game. When only one balloon remains, his
owner is the winner and receives a $1,000 prize. At the outset, the players decide by lot the order in which
they will fire, and each player can choose any remaining balloon as his target. Everyone knows that A is the
best shooter and always hits the target; that B hits the target with probability 0.9 and C with probability 0.8.
Which contestant has the highest probability of winning the $1000? When asked to advance an answer
within five minutes, some will come up with a reasonable and correct one: contestant C.
What can we learn from this example? An intelligent and knowledgeable student will use probability calculus
to work out the right solution, should he have enough time: procedural rationality, in terms of Herbert
Simon [88]. But so does the student with bounded rationality that uses social ecological learning, with the
intuitive argument —cognitive efficient— that, as in real life, the observed fact is that the mediocre are the
winners. Or alternatively: whenever A and B are on play, they will always shoot each other. C is hidden:
substantive rationality in terms of Herbert Simon. In this case, declarative learning will lead to the same
answer as substantive rationality.
When designing an auction market, should you restrict yourself to full rational agents or to agents that have
proved managerial capacity to assess the reserve value of their bids based on fast and frugal rules? [47],
[83]. Individual constructivist methodology does not lead to better models of learning decision than
ecological and social knowledge.
Extending the example, once we know that the most likely winner is C, let us repeat the game in such a way
that we can keep enjoying the betting game. Who will be now the winner? No forecast will be provided by
mathematics. Math and game theory will be useless for such a simple problem. But the answer is there:
experiment!
We can conduct experiments with humans or with soft agents. In this case, real Industrial Organisation gives
us a possible answer to the question of finding a winner in the previous example, when there is management
intelligence: the “dominant firm” model of oligopoly. Should we trust in the mathematical representation of
this model? To answer this consistency question, let us reproduce the experiment of the dominant firm in
the laboratory. Then you will discover that the dominant firm does not base its offer curve on the residual
demand as stated in this well-known model of Industrial Organisation. Experimental Economics in the lab is
and should be the final referee (see [89] for an insightful account).
Complexity may be reduced if we assume agents with bounded rationality and simple, fast and frugal rules
of behaviour in a suitable design institution (auction), and we try the appropriate experiment (a common
task in many other sciences such as chemistry or pharmaceutics).

© ACCESS Consortium
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2.1.3 Experimental economics at the service of auction design and further more
In one of the earliest market experiments [13], a classroom trading exercise was designed as a test of the
competitive model in conventional market theory. In Chamberlin’s experiment, a group of students were
buyers and received a card with a reserve value written on it, and the other group were sellers and received
a card with a reserve marginal cost written on it. Students then walked around the room, and buyers and
sellers could negotiate over the terms of trade. When a deal was agreed, the price was written on the
blackboard. This test produced trade volumes in excess of the competitive equilibrium price, and trade
prices that were quite variable.
V. Smith [93] redesigned the experiment with bidding rules similar to those used in equity markets. All bids
and offers were centrally and publicly recorded instead of allowing the students to mix in the room and
bargain over prices as in Chamberlin’s experiment. This modification of the trading rules, which is known as
Continuous Double Auction (CDA), since both buyers and sellers are active, leads quickly and accurately to
the predictions of the competitive market model.

P

P
S
D
Q

t

Figure 2. Illustration of a Continuous Double Auction (CDA)
Let us modify the bidding rules: buyers are listening to sellers’ offers but do not make their bids public. What
is the expected equilibrium price? Microeconomics has no answer, except perhaps at the expense of forcing
equivalence between information and randomness. Asymmetric information is measured by the effects on
transaction costs, but cannot be included in the dynamics of the model. Experimental economics does:
V. Smith [92]; and so does managerial practice, in qualitative terms. Since information is costly, those who
hide information should have an advantage and the equilibrium price is expected to be below the price of
the symmetric auction.

S

D

t

Figure 3. Illustration of an Offer Auction [92]
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There are deep lessons to be learnt from these experiments:


Experiments using the double auction institution converge reliably to the competitive price even with
as few as three or four sellers, and neither the buyers nor the sellers need to have information about
the values or costs of others in the market.



The double auction allows us to experiment the dynamics of other well-known market models such as
duopoly, monopoly and assets markets.



The auction itself is a powerful “mathematical solver” for even zero intelligent agents that are
absolutely aliens to the microeconomic market model. This is of paramount importance: auction
inspired methods (socially inspired methods) can be applied to many management activities, such as
forecasting, project and ideas selection, collective intelligence, marketing research, yield management
and dynamic pricing under the name of “prediction markets” (“prediction auctions” should be a more
accurate name) [2] and crowdsourcing.

Auction markets can be good predictive tools, and as long as time passes and information flows they can
become more and more accurate. As an example, the Iowa Electronic Market (Iowa University, US) is an
online futures market where contract payoffs are based on real-world events such as political outcomes. The
Friday before the past USA President elections day, the results of the Iowa Electronic Market auction showed
that the winner took all the market, as it can be observed in Figure 4. One can see that the auction was
predicting the final results with accuracy far beyond the usual polls. Even more, it makes apparent the
difference between vote intention (a proxy of wishful thinking) and well-motivated citizens paying the bid
risk. Another example is the prediction markets for the International Olympic Committee selections for the
2016 and 2020 summer games [46].
Vote intention

Bids for the winner

Figure 4. 2012 US Presidential Election bids – winner takes all market [55]
However, two aspects should be considered: they evolve in time, and they are naturally risky. Results are
odds that should be interpreted over time. Nowadays, many innovative firms are using these techniques for
many managerial tasks, as it is presented in Figure 5.
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Figure 5. Socially inspired management methods: prediction markets as auctions [Sources: Science May
2008, Prediction Market Growth Trend 1997-2006, Newsfutures. Qmarkets Collective Wisdom Solutions]

2.2 Auction Engineering
Auction Engineering (AE) is the inverse of Game Theory. Game Theory is a top-down, constructivist method.
We are given a description of the rules of the game and we want to determine what the outcome will be.
The whole design depends upon an inspired description of the rules: a constructivist and rational window.
With auction engineering we are given a description of the outcome and we want to design the auction
experiment that will reach it. It is a bottom up approach: a generative method.
There is a wide range of theoretical auctions surveys ([98], [100], [53], [58]) and experimental surveys ([56],
[90]). For a very accessible, yet precise introduction, see [96]. In traditional auctions classification, a
distinction is made between one-sided auction and double sided auctions (which are actually markets), as it
is schematically shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6. A hierarchical structure of the most usual auctions
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The advantages of auctions versus bargaining is that they encourage competition among buyers in a way
that increases the seller’s revenue and decreases the transaction costs, thus improving the efficiency of the
market.
The design of an auction greatly affects its outcome. Each auction differs in the way information is released,
the rules to bid, the allocation of the object to the winning bidder, the payment rule, whether the good is
private valued or common valued, whether the auction is over one good or a bundle, and whether the
bidders are able to buy or sell.
A seller will usually want an auction format that maximises the revenue from the sale of the product. On the
other hand, a buyer collecting bids from a group of potential sellers will want an auction that minimises the
expected cost of the product.

2.2.1 Auction Engineering with Agent Based Models
Auction models should be designed in terms of the dimensions specified above and tailored according to the
specific problem at hand. On the other hand many auctions are closely related in performance. Since the
final stage of auction engineering is the laboratory performance, it is appropriate to end this section with
some ideas on ABM as applied to auctions (Experimental Economics with soft agents).
Experimental Economics with human agents has become a testing bench for auctions mechanistic design,
and it has shifted the way auctions are designed and put into practice. In the FCC auction design, for
example, successful tests were conducted by Charles Plott in his laboratory at Caltech, and they helped to
convince the FCC to adopt the theoretical hunches of Milgrom-Wilson design. Experimental Economics is
now the companion of mechanistic design when defining auction institutions in practice. Laboratory
experiments with humans enable economists to evaluate the performance equivalence of alternative
institutions in controlled value-cost environments [90].
Following [91] and other experimental economics researches, we consider three dimensions that are
essential in the design of any market experiment: the Institution (I): both the exchange rules and the way the
contracts are closed, and the information network; the Environment (E): agent endowments and values,
resources, knowledge; and the Agents’ behaviour (A). They are represented in Figure 7.
By mapping different arrangements of the elements of this triplet (I  E  A) into observed and forecast
outcomes (O), a host of experimental results can be obtained. For the last 30 years experimental economists
have been doing just that and they have gained an accepted reputation when Economics has to face
practice.

RESULTS
INSTITUTION
(rules of exchange)

AGENT BEHAVIOUR
ENVIRONMENT
Auction Theory

(preferences and values)

Pre 1960 Market Theory

Figure 7. Dimension in the design of any market experiment [91]
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We must go beyond conventional Experimental Economics if we want to control the agents’ behaviour (A)
dimension of our experiments. We have to move from human to artificial agents (ACE, Agent-based
Computational Economics), as argued in [51], [50], [63], [85]. Taking this step, a rich programme of research
comes up, widening the many relevant findings of experimental economics with human agents, and checking
their robustness against alternative controllable agents’ behaviour.
The first experiment with programmed agents by [48] was a big surprise. They confirmed that institutions
matter. To the extreme that in a CDA price convergence and allocative efficiency was achieved, even with
zero intelligent (poorly instructed but perceptive) agents. That spontaneous order arises in the CDA, thus
confirming Hayek and A. Smith conjectures.
The Institution (I) may be, for example, a Continuous Double Auction. The CDA market is the dominant
institution for the real-world trading of equities, energy, derivatives, emissions permits, etc. The CDA
imposes no restrictions on the sequencing of messages. Any trader can send a message at any time during
the trading period. We consider a CDA with a bid-ask spread reduction. The only restriction to accelerate
convergence is that a new bid/ask has to provide better terms than previous outstanding bids/asks.
The environment (E). Each trader is either a seller or a buyer. Each agent is endowed with a finite number of
units. Seller I has ni units to trade and he has a vector of marginal costs (MaCi1, MaCi2… MaCini) for the
corresponding units. Here MaCi1 is the marginal cost to seller I of the first unit, MaCi2 is the cost of the second
unit, and so on. Buyer j has nj units to trade and he has a vector of reserve prices (RPj1, RPj2… RPjmj) for the
corresponding units. Here RPj1is the reserve price to seller I of the first unit, RPj2 is the reserve price of the
second unit, and so on.
The model may be restricted to homogeneous populations or to symmetric environments. It may have no
environmental restrictions or any environment in terms of the number of traders, their units and the
valuations of each trader. We can alternatively define market environments, both with symmetric or
asymmetric supply and demand curves. We consider that an environment is symmetric if the supply and
demand curves have opposite signs but equal magnitudes. Otherwise, we consider that the environment is
asymmetric. The extreme case is when the supply curve and/or the demand curve are perfectly elastic.
Of course, should it be relevant, we may consider an external physical environment and the bargaining
among the stakeholders or the auction will take place at a different level; the information from the physical
landscape could be shared and incorporated into the agent’s environment. Think of the water management
of a metropolitan area (Figure 8) [62], [45].
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Figure 8. SIGAME project architecture by layers
Agents’ behaviour (A). In a CDA market, traders face three non-trivial decisions [14]: how much should they
bid or ask for their own tokens? When should they place a bid? And when should they accept an outstanding
order of some other trader? We may define agents with different learning skills. The agents can choose their
strategies in an evolutionary way according to individual and social learning for each trading period.
The scheme in Figure 9 shows an ABM with different agents’ learning schemes [83].
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Figure 9. Auction dimensions. Case of a CDA with 3 types of learning agents: SD, K, and ZIP [83]
Following this design procedure previous works have tested the robustness of the CDA with ABM simulation
under very different scenarios and found relevant results in terms of auction performance:


The institutional rules are very important for the aim of the auction: the failure of the EPA as an
example [84].



Even for non-intelligent, yet perceptive and motivated agents, convergence to an equilibrium price
and efficiency will be achieved [85].



Agent’s intelligence matters. If we allow for agents with different learning capacities and skills,
efficiency and performance can be achieved, but the surplus of the different groups of agents may
differ. If the proportion of one kind of agents goes over certain threshold, then efficiency decreases
[84].



Fast and frugal rules for agents learning maintain convergence, performance and efficiency [83].



Transaction cost in CDA can be estimated from the experiment in [82].

2.3 Classification of auctions and auction markets
There are different types of auctions that can be categorised by different criteria such as the number of
participants, the divisible or discrete nature of the item, the number of items sold, whether the items are
identical or distinct, whether the bids are known by the rest of participants or not, or whether the price
finally paid is the highest price of the bids or the second highest price. A lot of work has been published
about auctions, including [66], [70], [60], [61], [66]. Table 3 shows one of the first and most traditional
classifications, whereas Table 4 and Figure 10 and Figure 11 show more summarised ones.
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Table 3. Main types of auctions studied in Experimental Economics with human agents [53]
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Number of participants
 One seller, many buyers
 One buyer, many sellers
 Many buyers and sellers

Types of items

Number of items

Differentiation

Bids are known
or not

Interchanged price

 Divisible

 Single-item

 Identical-items

 Open

 First price auction

 Discrete

 Multiple-item

 Distinct-items

 Sealed-bid

 Second price auction

Table 4. Classification of auctions [1]

Figure 10. Summary of the main types of auctions [66], [27]

Figure 11. Types of auctions by the number of sellers and buyers [1]
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In forward auctions or demand auctions there is one seller and multiple buyers. Conversely, in reverse
auctions or procurement auctions multiple sellers try to sell to only one buyer. When there are many buyers
and many sellers the auction is called double auction.
The bidders may know the bids made by the other participants in the auction. In an open auction,
participants can bid repeatedly and know at every moment the previous bids of the other participants. In
sealed bid auctions participants send their bids, which are unknown by the other participants in the auction.
In terms of valuation and information we can distinguish between:


Private-value auction: each bidder knows his or her individual valuation of the object up for bid, with
valuations differing from bidder to bidder.



Common-value auction: the item has the same value to all bidders, but bidders do not know that value
precisely and their estimates of its variance.

The price can be fixed in several ways:


First-price auction: the winner is the bidder submitting the highest bid and he pays the highest bid (his
own bid).



Second-price auction: the winner is the bidder submitting the highest bid and he pays the second
highest bid.



Third-price auction: the winner is still the bidder submitting the highest bid and he pays the third
highest bid.



All pay auction: every bidder pays the price that he submitted and the winner is the bidder submitting
the highest bid paying his submitted bid.

The number of items sold in the auction is also used to classify the auctions. In a single-item auction, only
one item is sold. In a multiple-item auction, several items are sold at once.

2.3.1 Single-item auction
The English auction is an open ascending price auction. In this auction the price is raised successively until
only one bidder wants to buy the item at the current price. Any bidder can propose a new bid as long it is
higher than the current price. In another version, the auctioneer outcries the price and increases it in every
round. The bidders abandon the auction if the price exceeds what they are willing to pay. When only one
bidder remains, the auction finishes and the bidder pays the last price.
A Dutch auction is an open descending price auction. The auction starts at a very high price and is
progressively lowered through the auction. A bidder can demand the item at any time, winning the auction
and paying the current price.
A first-price sealed-bid auction is a single round auction. Bidders send their bid privately to the auctioneer.
None of the bidders knows the bids of the others. The bid with the highest bid wins the auction and pays the
price offered.
The Vickrey auction is a second-price sealed-bid auction. It is identical to the previous auction except for the
price paid by the winner, which is the second highest price.
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2.3.2 Multiple-item auction and combinatorial auction
As in the simple-item auction case, a multiple-item auction can be forward, reverse or double auction. Either
discrete or divisible items, identical o distinct, can be sold in the auction. An important consideration in this
case is that the items can be dependent or independent. If the items are independent, the value of an item
doesn’t depend on the items received. We consider that the items are dependent when the value of an item
is determined by the other items received by the bidder (it is also said that the items have
complementarities). If the items are independent, they can be sold simultaneously in parallel auctions or can
be sold sequentially in sequential auctions. If the value of an item depends on the other items acquired,
neither sequential nor parallel auctions are valid. Because of the complementarities between different
items, bidders don’t have preferences for particular items but for particular combinations of them. In this
case, combinatorial auctions may provide more beneficial outcomes [1].
Combinatorial auctions are “multiple-item auctions for which bids may be packed in packages of items” [1].
They are also known as auctions with package bidding. The term multiple-item auction is more general than
combinatorial auction. These auctions are called combinatorial because it is necessary to solve a
combinatorial optimisation problem to find the solution of the auction. There are different types of
multi-unit auctions that don’t need to bid on package of items. In general, we can say that it is very hard to
achieve efficient outcomes on multi-unit auctions [60].
Combinatorial auctions can be performed in a single round (sealed bid) or in multiple rounds (also referred
to as iterative combinatorial auctions). In a single round auction, participants have to express their
preferences in a single bid. In iterative auctions, the auctioneer has to decide what information should be
revealed to the bidders from one round to the next one.
Iterative combinatorial auctions have several advantages over single round auctions: first, in iterative
auctions it is not necessary for the bidders to express their preferences over all the possible combinations of
items, but for those they are interested in. Second, the preferences of the participants are progressively
revealed as the auction advances. Third, they are appropriate in dynamic environments, because bidders can
readapt their strategies based on the changes in the conditions of the environment [27].
The two main types of iterative combinatorial auctions are quantity-setting auctions and price-setting
auctions. The difference between them is the way the bidders express their preferences to the auctioneer.
In quantity-setting auctions, bidders submit in each round the prices they would pay for the different
combinations of items, and the auctioneer makes a provisional allocation that depends on the submitted
prices. The auction continues, letting the bidders to adjust their bids in every round. This method has been
used in iBundle [79]. Languages such as OR or XOR have been developed to express the preferences of the
bidders [25].
In price-setting auctions, the auctioneer sets the prices of the item. Bidders send to the auctioneer the
combination of items they want to get at the current prices. The auctioneer adjusts the prices as a function
of demand and supply. There are different alternatives to set the prices:


Ascending auction (also called clock auction). The auctioneer sets an initial price for the items. The
bidders send the combination of items requested at the current price. The auctioneer raises the prices
of the items with an excess of demand. The process continues while there is an excess of demand for
any of the items. In this auction the price never decreases [81], [4]. An algorithm that follows this
auction is proposed in [43] (shown in Figure 12). The simplicity in the implementation of the algorithm
and the minimal computation effort make this auction attractive. Nevertheless, this type of auction
doesn’t guarantee the existence of equilibrium [25].
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Figure 12. Clock auction scheme [43]


Walrasian price method. The prices are raised if the demand is greater than the supply and lowered if
the supply is greater than the demand. This process can be adaptive, with prices varying as a function
of the excess of demand or supply, or non-adaptive, where prices vary by a constant quantity.

The last question is about the capacity of the combinatorial auctions to reach equilibrium. In general, it is
harder to find an efficient result in a multiple-item auction than in a single-item auction [60]. The ideal
mechanism of a combinatorial auction should have three characteristics: (1) an efficient mechanism to
determine the winner of the auction, that is to say, the winner has the highest valuation of the item, (2) an
incentive compatible mechanism to set the prices, in other words, bidders have incentives to bid truthfully,
(3) it should set the prices of the items.
If the items are divisible, the winner determination problem is a linear program problem. The dual model of
the linear problem is asymptotically incentive compatible [39]. The dual variables of the linear program
problem also provide prices that satisfy (asymptotically) the three conditions.
Nevertheless, in the indivisible case this only happens in special cases. One of these cases is that where the
integer solution is also a solution of the problem if the integer variable condition is relaxed. Different
algorithms have been proposed, but they can find a set of prices with the desired characteristics or,
alternatively, finish in an infinite cycle [101].
The objective is to find market mechanisms that provide equilibrium prices. This is possible under certain
conditions. However, if there are complementarities between items, equilibrium doesn’t exist.
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2.3.3 Some comments on strategy
In private-value auctions, bidders have different reservation prices for the offered item. For an open English
auction, the bidding strategy is a choice of a price at which to stop bidding. For a Dutch auction, the strategy
is the price at which the individual expects to make his or her only bid. For a sealed-bid auction, the strategy
is the choice of the bid to place in a sealed envelope. The payoff for winning is the difference between the
winner’s reservation price and the price paid; the payoff for losing is zero.
In the second-price sealed-bid auction, bidding truthfully is a dominant strategy — there is no advantage in
bidding below your reservation price. If you bid below your reservation price, you risk losing to the second
highest bidder. If you bid above your reservation price, you risk winning but receiving a negative payoff.
Similarly, in an English auction the dominant strategy is to continue bidding until the second person is
unwilling to make a bid. Then the winning bid will be approximately equal to the reservation price of the
second person. In any case, you should stop bidding when the bidding reaches your reservation price. If you
continue beyond your reservation price, you will be guaranteed a negative payoff. Likewise, in the sealed-bid
auction the winning bid will equal the reservation price of the second-highest bidder.
English oral auctions and second-price sealed-bid auctions generate nearly identical outcomes.

Common-value auctions
Suppose that you and six other people participate in an oral auction to purchase an antique. Of course each
one can have an objective estimate and a reservation price.
What could be your optimal bidding strategy? You might be tempted to bid up to your antique value
estimate, and no higher, but this is not the best way to bid. If each bidder bids up to his estimate, the
winning bidder is likely to be the person with the largest positive error (i.e., the person with the largest
overestimate of the antique value). This is an example of adverse selection (the lemons market of Akerlof).
Experienced bidders will anticipate the adverse selection problem and the experimental lab evidence
confirms this fact. Nevertheless, the effect is more likely to occur in sealed-bid auction than in a traditional
English auction.

Auction format: one or many goods
The auction may be for one good each time or for a bundle of goods. In this case we have Combinatorial
Auctions. The name conveys the naive idea that the bidders will be able to come up with the best
reservation value by combinatorial analysis of the bundle. As argued earlier on, a viable combinatorial
auction will take initial estimation of the expert managers and design the auction in such a way that the
bidders will ecologically learn from these estimates in an evolutionary way: the spontaneous order that we
have found in Continuous Double Auction.

A word of warning: efficiency or sellers revenue in auction design
Almost all auctions are focused on the maximisation of the sellers’ revenue, but at least for public goods (or
markets), the task should be to address efficiency (social opportunity cost). For government sales of rights
and assets, efficiency means creating the maximum income and wealth for the economy, if only because it
will increase tax revenues tomorrow. The US Federal Communications Commission (FCC) auctions have tried,
wrongly, to maximise seller’s revenue, and it has contributed to the winner’s curse, to bankruptcies and
reduced the generation of general wealth [89] (e.g. FCC auction for C-block in 1996 [11] or Enron scandal in
2001 [94]).
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2.4 Relevance of auction markets to the slot allocation problem
The slot allocation problem can be considered in a generic way as a CAP (Combinatorial Allocation Problem),
in which a set of discrete goods must be allocated to different agents looking for the maximum total utility.

2.4.1 Combinatorial Allocation Problem
The combinatorial allocation problem can be defined in terms of the following elements: a set (G) of n
discrete goods, a set (A) of m agents that get a utility for holding a set of goods. We also consider another
imaginary agent () named seller that is the original owner of the goods. Let Fj be a subset of goods of G,
then uj(Fj) denotes the utility the agent j gets for holding the subset of goods Fj, and let qi be the reserve
value of the good i. Intuitively, the reserve value denotes the value to the seller, or the “system”, of not
allocating the good to any agent.
The goal of the problem is to find a partition1 (f) of (G) {F1, F2, ···, Fm, F}, in such a way that the sum of the
agent values achieved and the reserve value of goods not used by agents is maximum (1). F denotes the
subset of unallocated goods.
m

Max
Fi

subject to

 q  u

iF

i

j 1

j

(Fj )
(1)

{F1 , F2 ,···, Fm , F } is a partition of G

The slot allocation problem can be easily formulated as a CAP considering that the airport slots are the goods
that must be allocated to the airlines companies (agents). Each company will have their utilities for obtaining
different subset of slots.

2.4.2 Equilibrium prices
The advantage of the above formulation is that it has some similarity to a market, where also m agents try to
maximise their utility by purchasing goods from a seller who tries to maximise its profit. This analogy will
allow introducing other variables in the problem, essential in any market, which may help to establish new
resolution procedures for the CAP. Such variables are the prices of goods = (p1, p2, ···, pn). By means of
those prices we can define the surplus that each agent gets as consequence of obtaining a subset of goods Fj
(2), and the surplus that the seller gets by selling the goods (3).

s j ( p, F j )  u j ( F j )   p i

surplus of the agent j  A

(2)

s ( p, F )   ( pi  qi )

surplus of the seller

(3)

iF j

iF

If we add the surplus earned by all agents, for a price vector ( ) and a partition {F1, F2,···Fm, F}, and the total
utility previous to the partition, we will obtain the total utility after the partition (4) that coincides with the
objective function of the CAP.

1

{F1, F2, ···, FK} is a partition of G if and only if (F1 U F2 U F3 U ··· U Fk) = G,
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Let (Fs| p ) be the allocation of goods to the agent s (s=1, 2,···,m,) that maximises the agent surplus for a
price vector ( : pi  qi). Let's say it exists a price vector ( ) for which the allocations {F1| , F2| , ···
Fm| , F| } are a partition of G. These prices will be named equilibrium prices. With them the result of (4),
valid for any partition of G, we can be write according to (5): L
m

m

n

 u j (F j )   qi   s j ( p , F j )  s  ( p , F )   qi
j 1

iF

j 1

e

e

(5)

i 1

Due to the fact that the allocations {F1| , F2| , ··· Fm| , F| } maximise each addend located to the
left of the equality, they will also maximise the total utility or the CAP objective function. Moreover, as these
allocations are a partition of G, they will therefore be the optimal solution of the problem [97].
According to this line of argumentation, if some equilibrium prices are found, the problem could be solved
by maximising each agent surplus separately. This is because the equilibrium prices have implicit information
about goods shortages and their contribution to the global objective. When an agent maximises its surplus, it
will avoid the high-prices goods as well as the low-utility goods. Thus, those goods will be available for the
agents that obtain more utility from them.
The possibility of obtaining the optimal allocation by maximising the agent’s surplus separately simplifies the
CAP resolution. But to do that, equilibrium prices must exist and must be calculated. There are mathematical
proofs that ensure the equilibrium prices for some utility functions such as linear functions. However, there
also are proofs that show that complementarities in agent preferences are sufficient to prevent price
equilibrium [69]. In the slot allocation case, it is easy to show that complementarities are frequent. For
example: a departure slot only has utility if it is accompanied by an appropriate arrival slot. Fortunately,
several market mechanisms have been proposed to avoid these limitations.

2.4.3 Auction markets for the combinatorial allocation problem
The above analogy between combinatorial allocation problems and markets not only facilitates fragmenting
the problem, but also designing pricing mechanisms. In many markets, the allocation of goods and their
prices are fixed after a process of successive proposals and acceptances of prices by buyers and sellers.
These processes are called auctions and the application to the CAP is immediate. An example is the
following: (1) the seller proposes minimum prices for each good, (2) taking into account these prices, the
agents select the goods that maximise their surplus, (3) when a good is selected by an agent, the seller
increases its price, (4) if some price has increased, return to step 2. The process is repeated until there are no
agents that accept goods. The prices of goods will be the highest of those accepted so far.
The previous auction performs well for single unit allocation problems. However, even when equilibrium
prices exist for a multiple unit problem, the ascending auction may not find one. Additionally, many
allocation problems cannot support allocations with any price equilibrium. In light of these limitations,
several works have proposed auction mechanisms where agents submit bids for combinations of goods. This
kind of auctions is named combinatorial auctions.
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3. Analysis of case studies
3.1 Radio electric spectrum allocation markets
Traditionally, radio electric spectrum was allocated by means of competitive tenders and lotteries. During
the last two decades, however, they have been replaced by auction mechanisms. Although other simple
spectrum auctions had been held previously, the first robust spectrum auction was organised in the United
States in 1994 by the Federal Communications Commission (FCC).
The chosen mechanism was a simultaneous ascending auction (SAA). This type of auction was later copied by
other countries. This was the predominant auction system used by European countries during the UMTS
licences allocation, which occurred during the years 2000 and 2001. Nevertheless, each country introduced
new rules to adapt the SAA auction mechanism to its particular settings (i.e. number of licences, number of
incumbent operators, etc.), in an attempt to minimise some of the drawbacks shown by the SAA in previous
auctions.
In the year 2000, another spectrum auction was held in the United States. In this case, the simultaneous
ascending auction was replaced by a dynamic combinatorial auction (DCA).
Past experience shows that spectrum auctions with similar designs have had very different outcomes due to
the particular circumstances of each country. During the last years, the Academia has proposed new auction
mechanisms in order to fix some weak points observed in past spectrum auctions.

3.1.1 How to allocate wireless licences? Competitive tenders, lotteries and
auctions
The use of auctions for wireless licences allocation is a relatively new phenomenon. However, the first ideas
to auction the spectrum were proposed in the 50s. The Nobel laureate Coase (1959) [15] claimed that the
spectrum is a scarce resource and thus its value should be determined by means of an auction [49].
Nonetheless, several factors such as controlling radio and television broadcasts resulted in the government
of the United States choosing competitive tenders (in the first place) and lotteries (in the second place) as
mechanisms to allocate wireless licences in spite of their inefficiency (Hazlett, 1998). It was not until 1994
that the FCC began to auction the radio electric spectrum [86], [18], [22], [21], [4], [17], [77], [44].
In competitive tenders, several candidate companies submit their proposals, which are assessed by the
Administration. Then, the licences are given to the companies that presented the best solutions (according
to the Administration’s criteria). Allocating wireless licences through competitive tenders has a number of
drawbacks. First, it reduces competitiveness, as smaller companies do not have as many resources as the
incumbent operators, and therefore they have fewer chances to get a license (and consequently many
companies do not even bother to apply). Secondly, competitive tenders have low transparency, in the sense
that sometimes it is difficult to find out why some companies get a licence and others don’t, even though
their tenders are similar. This is why competitive tenders have often been referred to as beauty
contests [21].
In a lottery, several licences are raffled among the candidate companies. In contrast to competitive tenders,
both incumbent and smaller companies have the same chances to obtain a licence. The main drawback of
lotteries is that the licences can end up in the hands of inefficient operators.
An auction overcomes some of these problems. The main advantage of an auction is that companies that
value the licences the most are willing to place higher bids, which leads to a more efficient distribution of the
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spectrum, as it will be operated by the most prepared companies [21]. Another reason to eliminate
competitive tenders and lotteries in the allocation of licences was the fact that those processes were too
slow in comparison to the fast evolution of technology in wireless communications [17].
Although other countries had used simple actions previously, in 1994 the FCC used a more developed
mechanism for spectrum allocation: a Simultaneous Ascending Auction (SAA) which was the basis for later
spectrum auctions in other countries [21]. This system was a lot more efficient than the competitive tenders
or lotteries held thus far [18].
The aim of spectrum auctions has generally been three-fold [34]: first, allocate the licences to those
companies who are best able to manage them; secondly, encourage the participation of competitors in
order to increase competitiveness; and third, maximise the auctioneer’s (in this case, the Administration’s)
revenue.

3.1.2 USA: the Federal Communications Commission (FCC)
Although spectrum auctions can be sequential (the licences are auctioned separately, one at a time) or
simultaneous (all the available licences are auctioned at the same time) [42], in 1994 the FCC chose an SAA.
An SAA is a generalisation of the English auction where multiple items are auctioned simultaneously. It
consists of several rounds, and at each round companies make a sealed bid on the licences (one or more) in
which they are interested. Once the companies have placed their bids, the auctioneer posts the bids and the
bidders for each licence. Then a new round starts. The auction ends when no companies are willing to raise
the bid on any licence. Finally, each winning company pays an amount of money equivalent to the bids they
placed. A more detailed description of this type of auction can be found in [69]. There can also be an upper
limit in the number of licences that a company can place a bid on (eligibility rule) and/or a lower limit
(activity rule). The eligibility rule attempts to avoid an excessive number of bids and the activity rule is meant
to ensure that the auction progresses fast enough [86].
However, this type of auction presents some drawbacks, such as exposure risk and collusion, which can
reduce both competitiveness and the Administration’s revenue.
The exposure risk occurs when getting a combination of items has a higher utility than the sum of the
utilities of those items individually. It may happen that a company that wants to acquire two or more specific
licences (e.g. two adjacent spectrum slots so that the business is viable) does not manage to get all the
licences it needs.
Collusion occurs when two or more bidders agree not to place high bids in order to keep prices low, which
therefore reduces the final revenue of the auction. In the case of spectrum auctions, the most frequent type
of collusion might be tacit collusion [86]. The bidders do not communicate directly, but they have an implicit
understanding so that prices do not rise. This means that the bidders can use the first rounds to signal how
to share the spoils if other companies cooperate and, if necessary, punish the rivals that defect [59]. There
have been some bidders agreeing to use code bidding, i.e. they used the trailing digits of the bid to tell other
bidders on which licenses to bid or not bid [22]. The FCC eventually changed the auction rules so that this
type of signals could not be sent to competitors. One of the modifications was to introduce click-box bidding
[21], [5]. As of 1997, bidders in FCC auctions were no longer submitted in dollars. The bidder, however,
indicates in a click-box the number of bid increments (from 1 to 9) that they wish to bid above the current
high bid on the item (e.g. choosing 1 means to place a bid 10% above the standing high bid; choosing 2
means 20% and so forth). Therefore, bidders were given 9 possible bid increments from which to choose.
In order to avoid the exposure risk, the FCC adopted an alternative auction mechanism: a dynamic
combinatorial auction (DCA) that was first used in a spectrum auction in 2000 [86]. In a DCA, the bidders can
make joint bids on more than a licence in such a way that the bid is paid only if the bidder gets the whole
package. Once the bids are placed, the auctioneer calculates the combination that generates the highest
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revenue. In the next round, bidders must offer more than the current winning allocation to compete for the
licences. Although DCA eliminates the exposure risk, it generates the converse problem: the threshold
problem. The companies that are interested in small lots have an incentive to wait and see what other small
buyers do: in fact, they can get a small lot without having to raise the bid. A numerical example of the
threshold problem is shown in [86]. Another mechanism adopted by the FCC was a two-round simultaneous
stopping rule [21]. This means that the auction ends after two consecutive rounds with no new bids. This
warns the bidders that the auction may end if they do not place new bids. Additional changes to the original
rules are described in [21].
In 2008, the FCC introduced anonymous bidding. This means that the identities of the bidders are no longer
revealed. This limits the ability of a provider to counterattack its rivals for bidding on its preferred
licenses [5]. A good example of the revenues achieved with this system can be extracted from the 700 MHz
auction in the same year, where FCC revealed that Verizon Wireless was the winner of the C-Block (the most
wanted one): their $4,741,807,000 bid (besting Google’s $4.71 billion bid) earned them the right to claim the
necessary 700MHz C-Block licenses to blanket the continental US, forgoing coverage in Alaska, Puerto Rico,
and the Gulf of Mexico [57].
Along the past decade, the Academia has proposed new auction mechanisms such as the clock-proxy
auction [4], in which a clock auction phase is followed by a last-and-final proxy round. More recently, Peter
Cramton [19] proposed a new type of auction: a combinatorial clock auction (CCA), which has been used as
an alternative to SAA in a number of countries, solving some of the problems of the SAA. It consists of two
phases: first (the clock phase), one bid per round from each bidder is collected, which reduces value
uncertainty and permits bidders to focus on the relevant lots; second, a sealed-bid round in which bidders
can bid on any bundle [99].

3.1.3 Europe
The first main spectrum auctions took place during the years 2000-2001. Each country allocated its spectrum
for UMTS (3G) communications by means of various mechanisms: some countries decided to use
competitive tenders (e.g. Spain, France, Sweden), whereas other countries (e.g. United Kingdom,
Netherlands, Switzerland) designed an auction to allocate the licences. Most auctions were based on the
FCC’s Simultaneous Ascending Auction. However, each country introduced some additional rules. The design
of the auction mechanisms turned out to be a key factor for their success. In fact, the revenues from the
European auctions were very different: from 20€ per capita in Switzerland to 650€ per capita in the United
Kingdom [59].
The fact that incumbent providers already have an infrastructure (which implies cost saving) and the
negative impact on the business if the provider eventually does not get the licence makes incumbents place
a much higher value for a licence than a new entrant. Consequently, incumbents are likely to win the
licences. Therefore, the outcome of the auction depends mainly on the number of incumbents relative to
the number of available licences [21]. Each country’s settings (i.e. number of available licences, number of
incumbent providers, potential number of entrant providers, etc.) along with the auction design determined
whether the auction was a success or failure. This topic has been widely studied in the literature [59], [86],
[21]. In the following paragraphs we summarise the most remarkable cases due to their different outcomes:
United Kingdom, The Netherlands and Italy.

United Kingdom
United Kingdom was the first European country to auction licences. They chose a Simultaneous Ascending
Auction (SAA), in line with what the Federal Communications Commission had been experimenting in the US.
There were five licences to auction and four incumbent operators. Furthermore, each bidder could get at
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most one licence. This means that at least one of the licences would end up in the hands of an entrant
operator (this auction design attracted 13 entrant operators). Several rules were introduced to prevent
collusion: no bidder was allowed to win more than one licence and licences could not be divided.
Furthermore, the fact that there was a licence available for one entrant operator attracted a lot of
competitors. This was world’s first UMTS auction and was considered a great success, generating a revenue
of 650€ per capita. One of the reasons why this auction generated such high revenue was the fact that this
was the first in a sequence of UMTS auctions all over Europe: winning a licence in the UK implies having a
good position for the oncoming UMTS auctions in other European countries, and therefore a bidder could
see a UK licence as complementary with UMTS licences in other countries [86], [59], [21].

The Netherlands
Although a simultaneous ascending auction (SAA) was used, as in the UK, there was exactly the same
number of licences as incumbent operators (five). As in the UK, each bidder could win at most one licence.
Therefore, it could be predicted that the five licences would end up in the hands of the five incumbents as
very few entrants would take part in this ascending auction due to their weaker position. In the end, the
weak entrant providers partnered with the incumbents. The auction took place with six bidders: five
incumbents partnering with five entrants plus one entrant operator, who stopped bidding after being
threatened by an incumbent operator. Therefore, despite the fact that the auction mechanism was very
similar to that of the United Kingdom, the results were a lot worse both in terms of the Administration’s
revenue and competitiveness among operators [59], [21].

Italy
Again, a simultaneous ascending auction (SAA) was chosen, as in the UK and the Netherlands. However, in
order to avoid the Dutch undesired outcome, an additional rule was introduced so that there were more
bidders than licences: if there were fewer bidders than licences, the number of licences would be reduced.
Eventually, only six bidders participated in the auction and competed for five licences. The result per capita
was 40% below that of the United Kingdom.
A further detailed description of the settings and outcomes of UMTS auctions in other European countries
can be found in [59].

3.1.4 Summary
Spectrum auctions could be the most similar case to the airport slot allocation problem because of the
complementarity of the goods (it is also a CAP). The best experience found was the UK design. Although
most cases used a SAA mechanism, the key to success was the strategy on the proportion between the
number of goods auctioned and the number of incumbent or dominant operators.
In conclusion, we see that, as [21] puts it: “Modifications to the rules should be considered carefully. The
various rules interact in often subtle ways. An apparently innocent change can have disastrous
consequences. Still it is important to recognise that different settings often require a different auction
design”.
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3.2 Electricity markets
Electric power has become a basic need and is a symbol of progress and prosperity in today’s society.
Therefore, there is an increasing demand for electricity to be supplied according to economic, security and
efficiency principles. Regarding the economic criteria, the goal for the government would be to obtain a final
price as low as possible, but covering the cost of generation, transport and distribution.
The most common mechanism used in many countries for the formation of the electricity price is based on
auction markets. However, there is no single criterion for the detailed auctioning mechanism that leads to
the final price in each case. There are auction markets where the price is formed by matching offers, other
where several processes have to be carried out using complex algorithms with lots of variables, and few of
them where most of the energy is contracted in settlements.
This study presents how some of the major electricity auction markets today work, and how prices are
formed in them, discussing benefits and drawbacks of each approach.

3.2.1 Iberian electricity market
In the present, Spanish and Portuguese electricity markets are both integrated in an Iberian market called
MIBEL (Mercado Ibérico de la Electricidad), which started working on 1st July 2007. MIBEL comprises 3 main
markets: daily, intraday and future markets [68], [74], [75].
Within MIBEL market, Spanish and Portuguese markets work together as a single market except when there
is congestion in the interconnection channels between the two countries. If this happens, both markets split
and perform their own small adjustments separately.

Daily market
The daily market is the main market in terms of the energy volume exchanged. Each day at 10 AM the daily
market for the next day opens (Figure 13). In this auction market, a single hourly price is established for the
electricity of the next day.
Day D-1

Day D

Day D+1

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23

Daily market D-1
Bids for day D
Bids for day D+1

Daily market D

Daily market D+1

Bids for day D+2

Figure 13. MIBEL daily market schedule
For each hourly price, a three-stage process is followed:


First, buyers (mainly power marketers, direct consumers or aggregated agents) and sellers (mainly
generators) make their different bids for the energy trading of each one of the 24 one-hour time
frames in which the electricity price of the next day is divided. Therefore, the auction will only have a
single round of bids. These bids can be:
-

Simple: just an energy amount and a price are detailed.

-

Complex: they add further technical and economic conditions, such as:


Indivisibility: all the amount in the bid has to be accepted.
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Minimum income: the bid can only be matched if a minimum income is achieved
(therefore it asks for a minimum price).



Scheduled stop: if the offer does not pass the minimum income condition, the bid will
be considered as simple for the first part of the matched amount.



Capacity variation or load gradient: for each sell unit, a maximum difference for the
generation capacity variation will be established.

Second, once all the bids have been presented, a matching process will be followed to obtain an
hourly price. This process consists of several steps:
-

All the bids for a certain hour are aggregated and sorted: supply bids are sorted in ascending
order of price, demand bids are sorted in descending order. Figure 14 shows an example of
aggregation of simple supply bids: each bidder asks for a certain price depending on the
amount of energy. As it can be observed, the aggregate curve interleaves bids of every bidder
from the cheapest to the most expensive. Two aggregate curves are built using this scheme,
one for the demand and one for the supply.
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Figure 14. Example of supply bids aggregation in MIBEL daily market
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-

The aggregate curves for supply and demand are now matched. The intersection of both
curves establishes the price value for that hour: it will be the price of the last step of supply
bid accepted to satisfy the matched demand. A recent real example is shown in Figure 15.

-

It will also be a uniform price for all bidders: it will be the same and only one for all the bids
matched. The requested energy amount will be assigned to buyers that bid with a price equal
or higher than the matching price, and to suppliers if their price was equal or lower; otherwise
the bids will be discarded.

-

Unlike in “pay-as-bid” auction markets, where bidders pay or are paid according to their
bidding price, in the MIBEL market all the bidders will exchange the energy for the same
uniform price, which is the price of the last energy unit accepted in the matching (uniform
pricing and pay-as-bid strategies have different effects that will be further discussed in section
3.2.7).

Figure 15. MIBEL daily market auction result for 1st October 2013 [source: OMIE]


Third, Transport and Distribution System Operators try to accommodate the winner bids taking into
account the actual physical limitations of the transport and distribution structure. If it is possible, the
auction ends; otherwise some bids will be discarded and new ones will be matched, which slightly
modifies the final price. In the case of congestion in the interconnection between the Spanish and
Portuguese systems, the market splits and each of them performs its own adjustments.

The previous four steps are repeated for the 24 time frames of the day, obtaining 24 “marginal” price values
for the daily market of the next day as shown in Figure 16.
The basics of the matching process when there are complex bids are similar. In this case, the result is
obtained by an iterative “conditioned” matching process that includes the restrictions of the complex bids.
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Figure 16. MIBEL hourly marginal prices in the daily market for 1st October 2013 (source: OMIE)

Intraday market
The intraday market is an auction market intended to support the small adjustments needed every day
because of the real technical operation of the electric system (differences between demand prediction and
actual demand, apparition of technical issues, and so forth).
It is structured in 6 sessions, bids can also be simple or complex, and the price is obtained following the same
matching process of the daily market.

Forward market
There are other markets where energy, rights and obligations are exchanged and contracted for longer
periods of time (maybe weeks or months).
Interconnection auctions
They include the auctions for the interconnection between Spain and Portugal. Their mechanisms apply
when there is congestion in the interconnection and markets split. In this case, if an agent buys energy in
one country and sells it in the other, a price difference may appear, and therefore this agent is assuming an
extra risk. This market is intended to support these situations.
The interconnection auction system can be “closed envelope” or “clock system with increasing price”. Before
the auction, participants already know the products (contract types and their time horizon). The total
amount of contracts and their characteristics are established by the OMIE. During the auction they can bid
for the buy or sell of a certain amount of contracts competing with the rest of participants. In the case of
closed envelope auctions, the price will be fixed by a simple bids matching process as in the daily market.
CESUR auctions2
CESUR auctions are another important example among the forward markets in Spain. They are used to
establish the electricity price for the clients subscribed to the TUR fare (“Tarifa de Último Recurso”) that is
available only for clients whose contracted power is lower than or equals 10kW.

2

In February 2014, the Spanish Government announced its decision to eliminate the CESUR auctions from April 2014.
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Figure 17. Electricity bill breakdown for a regular domestic TUR customer
They are becoming popular among the general public because most of the domestic customers are under
this fare nowadays, so its variations are being used as an indicator of the cost variations of the electricity for
the households in Spain. The final price for a TUR customer aggregates more aspects than just the auction
price for the energy and the costs transport and distribution, as it can be show in Figure 17 for an example of
monthly consumption of a regular customer [3].
These auctions take place every three months and they are dynamic with descending price. The participants
are accredited power marketers; each one of them is assigned a maximum power share proportional to its
market share with this fare, and before the auction they already know the products and amounts that will be
auctioned.
The auction uses an iterative process, starting with an initial high price that is progressively lowered until
offer and demand match. The algorithm used by the auction administrator to calculate the price for the next
round is not public for obvious reasons. The amount of energy that each participant is bidding for cannot be
increased from one round to the next one.

3.2.2 United Kingdom electricity market
This market has experienced important changes in the last fifteen years. The most important reform took
place in 2001, when the price formation mechanism was switched from uniform price to discriminatory price
(but not a pay-as-bid system).
Two markets were formed: long-term and real-time. Approximately 98% of the total energy volume is
exchanged in the long-term market with long-term and forward contracts, and the remaining 2% is
exchanged in the real-time market due to the inevitable issues of every day operation of the electric system.
In UK, the real-time market divides each day in 48 thirty-minute time frames. For each time frame, buyers
and sellers send to the System Operator notifications on how much it would cost for them to vary their
demand or supply (cost of the deviation). These notifications can be sent until one hour before the actual
delivery of energy. Then, the System Operator “closes the doors” and examines all the notifications following
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several criteria of maximum technical and economic efficiency and chooses the ones that are better
considered to hold the equilibrium. The process is similar to an auction, but the System Operator has the
power to choose the winners based on its own criteria.
Price formation takes several steps. It also consists of the reception of request and notifications that will be
sorted by their cost. Some of them will be accepted and others will be discarded; with the most expensive
accepted actions a price is obtained, and then several modifiers apply (deviation prices, modifiers of the
long-term contracts and transmission loss multipliers) [29], [33].

3.2.3 Nordic electricity market
The Nordic market is integrated by Norway, Denmark, Sweden and Finland, and it is composed mainly by
two markets: the wholesaler or spot market (ELSPOT, a daily market) and the intraday market (ELBAS),
although there are also forward markets. The general structure is shown in Figure 18 [72].
The ELSPOT market works in a very similar way to the MIBEL: one-hour time frames, uniform price based on
auctions, market splitting, etc. There are no bids with simple and complex conditions, but several kinds of
bids are allowed instead. The ELBAS intraday market is not auction based. It allows requests and
notifications until one hour before delivery, in a first-come-first-served scheme. It is becoming increasingly
important as more wind power enters the grid. Wind power is unpredictable by nature, and imbalances
between day-ahead contracts and produced volume often need to be offset.

Figure 18. Nordic electricity market structure (source: Nord Pool Spot)
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3.2.4 US electricity market
Due to the big land extension of the US and its population, several markets have appeared, as it is shown in
Figure 19. The PJM Interconnection market is the most important one in terms of energy amount traded and
population served: it coordinates the movement of wholesale electricity in all or parts of 13 states and the
District of Columbia, an area that includes more than 51 million people [40].

Figure 19. US electric power markets distribution (source: FERC)
PJM Interconnection (PJM) operates the region’s power grid and wholesale electric markets, which include
two-settlement (day ahead and real-time) spot markets, capacity markets, etc.
Regarding the spot markets, the difference with previous examples is that they are not auction markets.
They use “locational marginal pricing”: prices are calculated at each bus every five minutes using several
algorithms that take into account variables such as sell/purchase offers, restrictions, etc.

3.2.5 Chilean electricity market
Chile introduced a new regulatory framework in 2005 that included the use of auctions in its electric
markets. There are two markets: wholesale or spot, and forward.
The forward market establishes contracts for the next 3 years, and the price is usually obtained by a tender
or an auction. Contracts are assigned by means of a multi-objective combinatory close bidding auction,
minimising the cost and maximising the cover of the demand. The mechanism is as follows:


Generators bid for an amount and a price in each contract.



In each contract, supply and demand curves are matched. The equilibrium price is called “non
restrictive medium price” (NRMP), but a pay-as-bid pricing will be applied to the matched bids.



Solving the allocation with the technical capacity, the restrictive equilibrium medium price (RMP) is
obtained.



For each viable solution, the deviation between RMP and NRMP is calculated.



For each viable solution, the sum of the squares of the deviations for all the contracts is calculated.
The final allocation of the auction is the one minimising this sum.

The spot market is based on the variable cost of generation, and the cover of demand starts with the
generators with lower production cost per MWh (these costs are audited). The final price is obtained by
matching sell/purchase curves, and it is used as a uniform price [71], [78].
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3.2.6 Brazilian electricity market
Brazil has the largest electricity market in South America, and it has experienced several changes in the last
years. In 2004, the new regulatory framework re-established the planning role of the State and drastically
altered the wholesale market.
The Energy Research Company (EPE, in Portuguese) was created to assist the Energy Minister. It was decreed
that all energy trade must be carried out by long-term contracts. The only function of the short-term market
(Chamber of Electric Energy Trade, CCEE) is to correct imbalances. Agents that are systematically exposed to
this market (contract less than necessary) are subject to penalties.
Two trade environments were created in the wholesale market: regulated contracting environment (ACR)
and free contracting environment (ACL) [10].
At the ACR, distribution companies buy energy through public auctions. They submit demand projections in a
five-year horizon to EPE. Based on those projections, EPE sets the total market that will be offered in the
auctions. In these auctions, generators compete by making bids to satisfy the distribution market. The
winners then sign contracts with all the distribution companies that were part of the auction. Then the
energy from each generator is divided among the distributors in the proportion that their market represents
in the total amount negotiated. The energy sell price is defined by the bids of generation companies (pay as
bid) and the purchase price paid by the distributors is unique and corresponds to the average of the sell
price.
The energy coming from already existing plants (“old energy”) is distinguished from the energy coming from
the new ones (“new energy”), both being negotiated in the ACR in different ways:


The old energy was intended to respond to the existing market. In the auctions of “old energy”,
eight-year contracts are negotiated.



The “new energy” is aimed at the expansion of the distribution market. The “new energy” auctions are
done with a view of three to five years ahead, and they define the generating capacity expansion in
Brazil. 15 to 30 years contracts are negotiated in these auctions.

At the ACL, large consumers are free to choose their suppliers outside the centralised auctions. The energy is
negotiated through bilateral contracts with generators and traders.
The new energy auctions are the touchstone of the new model of the Brazilian electricity sector. Concerning
the energy tariff, the low prices in the old energy auctions made it possible for the energy buy price (average
price) at the ACR to be maintained at a low level in the subsequent years. Even though the prices have risen
substantially throughout the auctions (7% yearly), the expected values in the next five years are considerably
lower than long-term marginal cost (prices obtained in new energy auctions) [64].

3.2.7 Summary
Although there are significant differences between countries, the general trend is to consider short-term and
long-term markets. Short-term markets are always necessary because of the nature of electric systems, and
sometimes they are divided into next-day (daily) and intraday markets.
Uniform price auctions are the most common mechanism found, but there is a lot of literature on whether
uniform, discriminatory pricing or pay as bid is preferred.
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Some arguments in favour of discriminatory pricing would be:


For some authors it is not clear why this rule is so extended, and they think that, for markets with high
demand and few producers, it is more likely for market power to appear with this mechanisms than
with discriminatory pricing [54].



Price volatility decreases because the bidder’s desire to obtain a high price is counteracted by the
odds of not being matched, so the uncertainty is reduced [76].



Other authors even say that pay as bid mechanisms would not make the prices to lower immediately
or protect consumers from the risings in their bills, but these statements are not easy to prove [95].

Some arguments in favour of uniform pricing would be:


It is easy for small generators to act in the daily market under cover of big producers with market
power, because they simply have to participate in the bid and they will get a price determined mainly
by these big producers. With discriminatory pricing this would not be possible because they would
have to bid beyond costs, and this could reduce the number of small participants in the market [41].



The differences between them and the actual marginal cost of each power plant allow their owners to
recover part of the initial imbursement, and this is an incentive to build new power plants. Without
this it could be much more difficult to recover costs of big plants such as nuclear, or other
technologies with low variable cost such as renewable or hydroelectric, and this could produce
significant changes in the generation mix of a country. This could force to accomplish their
construction with public funds, which is exactly the situation to avoid since the market liberalisations
[24], [26].



In this kind of markets, maximising benefits means to bid beyond the marginal cost, and that is exactly
the way that leads a market to efficient long-term results. Bids with marginal cost belong to an ideal
situation of competitive markets, but it should not be considered a rule for wholesaler competitive
electric markets [23].



Uniform pricing could be the most reliable option to deliver electricity to customers at the minimum
cost. The factors that rise the price are others such as fuel price risings, not enough forward contracts,
etc. [24], [26].

Instead of choosing one system or another, some authors are in favour of long-term contract auctions, as in
UK, Brazil or Chile; they ensure the return of the imbursement and lower the price in comparison of spot
markets. The UK market is the only one that can provide information about the impact of switching from a
uniform price system to discriminatory pricing, since they did that in 1999. However, it is still hard to obtain
general conclusive results because it is just one market with its own particular context and properties.
Comparison is even harder because electricity prices sometimes also hide aspects such as political issues (the
TUR fare in Spain, which is said to be kept cheap artificially) or grants to certain energy sectors that may
result in better conditions to compete for some producers (i.e. coal, renewable…). Also, the whole pricing
mechanisms are not completely public and some details remain secret to try to avoid that it could be used
by bidders to cheat or do collude.
After all, as it can be seen in Figure 20, energy prices (not the final price for customers) are usually quite
similar in most countries.
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Figure 20. EUROPEX average monthly electricity prices in 2011 and 2012

3.3 Emission rights markets
Emissions Trading Systems (ETS) are among the most cost-effective tools for cutting contaminant and
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions. The first important experience was developed by the Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) in the US to trade SO2 and NOx emissions, operating since 1995. Later, the European
Union launched the EU Emissions Trading System (EU ETS) in 2005, as the cornerstone of its strategy for
cutting emissions of carbon dioxide (CO2) and other greenhouse gases at least cost [37].
In contrast to traditional ‘command and control’ regulation, emissions trading harnesses market forces to
find the cheapest ways of reducing emissions. These markets consider several types of mechanisms, such as
direct free allocation, sales and auctions, combining options throughout progressive steps.
Today, emission trading mechanisms are increasingly considered and used worldwide for the cost-effective
management of national, regional, and global environmental problems, including acid rain, ground-level
ozone, and climate change [35].

3.3.1 The US trading system
In 1990, the United States enacted legislation to implement a comprehensive national sulphur dioxide (SO2)
program using a form of emissions trading called “cap and trade” [35]:


First, it sets an overall cap, or maximum amount of emissions per compliance period, for all sources
under the program. The cap is chosen to achieve a desired environmental effect.



Then, authorisations to emit in the form of emission allowances are allocated to affected sources, and
the total number of allowances cannot exceed the cap. Individual control requirements are not
specified for sources; instead, the sources report all their emissions and then surrender the equivalent
number of allowances at the end of the compliance period.

The US SO2 cap and trade program has proven to be highly effective from both an environmental and an
economic standpoint. In general, EPA’s experience has shown that cap and trade programs are best suited
for reducing emissions on a regional or larger scale from multiple sources that exhibit a range of control
costs, but they are not a good solution for small areas or particular situations. The accurate measurement
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and reporting of emissions is essential, along with the rigorous and consistent enforcement of penalties for
fraud or noncompliance. Also critical is transparency, such as public access to source-level emissions and
allowance data [35].
In the US SO2 Allowance Trading Program, a small direct sale set aside provision was included for the first
several years of the program to provide assurances to new sources that allowances would be available for
purchase. The direct sale offered a small percentage of allowances at a fixed price of $1,500 each (adjusted
for inflation), which was about two to three times the projected allowance price (marginal cost) at the start
of the program. The direct sale was eliminated in 1997 because allowance prices were much lower than
expected, and the allowance market was highly liquid [36].
The 2010 US federal budget proposed to support clean energy development was $15 billion per year for 10
years, and it will be generated from the sale of GHG emissions credits. Under the proposed cap-and-trade
program, all GHG emissions credits would be auctioned off, generating an estimated $78.7 billion in
additional revenue in FY 2012, steadily increasing to $83 billion by FY 2019 [32].

3.3.2 EU trading system
The EU ETS is the world’s first major carbon market and remains by far the biggest today. It also works on
the “cap and trade” principle. The overall volume of GHG that can be emitted each year by the power plants,
factories and other companies covered by the system is subject to a cap set at EU level. Within this
Europe-wide cap, companies receive or buy emission allowances which they can trade if they wish.
The cap on emissions from power stations and other fixed installations is reduced by 1.74% every year. This
means that in 2020, GHG emissions from these sectors will be 21% lower than in 2005. A separate cap
applies to the aviation sector: for the whole 2013-2020 trading period, this is 5% below the average annual
level of emissions in the years 2004-2006.
Emission allowances are the “currency” of the EU ETS, and the limit on the total number available gives them
a value. Each allowance gives the holder the right to emit one tonne of CO2, the main GHG, or the equivalent
amount of two more powerful GHG, nitrous oxide (N2O) and perfluorocarbons (PFCs). Allowances can be
used only once. Companies have to surrender allowances for every tonne of CO2 (or the equivalent amount
of N2O or PFCs) covered by the EU ETS that they emitted in the previous year: heavy fines are imposed if
they do not hand in enough allowances to match their emissions.
The EU ETS is being implemented in distinct phases or trading periods [38]:


Phase 1 (2005 – 2007) successfully established a price for carbon allowances and the infrastructure for
monitoring, reporting and verifying actual emissions.



Phase 2 (2008 – 2012), which matches with the first commitment period of the Kyoto Protocol. On the
basis of the verified emissions reported during phase 1, the Commission has cut the volume of
emission allowances permitted in phase 2 to 6.5% below the 2005 level.



Phase 3 (2013 – 2020), which will contribute to the greater predictability necessary for encouraging
long-term investment in emission reductions.

There was still some freedom for countries to customise their allocation systems, always following the
general EU guidelines and parameters [87]. Although so far most allowances have been allocated to
installations free of charge (at least 95% during the initial phase and at least 90% in phase 2), some countries
already introduced auctions at these stages. These short-scale auctions have brought useful experience for
future larger auctions, although they are expected to be different [52]. Since January 2013, auctioning is the
main method of allocating allowances. EU legislation sets the goal of phasing out free allocation completely
by 2027.
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Today power generators must buy all their allowances (except in the eight Member States which joined the
EU since 2004). Given the significant weight of power generation in the EU ETS, and even with partial free
allocation in the eight Member States, more than 40% of allowances in the system will be auctioned in 2013
and this share will rise progressively in the following years.
Auctions are held by companies appointed by national governments but are open to buyers from any
country participating in the EU ETS. Most governments use a common ‘platform’ for their auctions, but
Germany, Poland and the UK have opted to use their own platforms.
The need to purchase or draw on their reserves of allowances and credits creates a permanent incentive for
companies to reduce their emissions. Companies can also sell allowances and credits, for instance if they
judge they have more than they are going to need. These flexibilities in the system allow companies to
choose the most cost-effective options to address their emissions.
The price of allowances is determined by supply and demand. Over 70 million allowances have been traded
per day. In 2011, some six billion allowances were traded with a total value of €77 billion (Figure 21) [37].

Figure 21. Daily trading volumes in EU emission allowances
It is estimated that auctioning could raise an EU-wide total of €30-50 billion per year by 2020, depending on
the carbon price. Under the relevant EU legislation, at least half of auctioning revenues, and all of the
revenues from auctioning allowances to the aviation sector, should be used to combat climate change in
Europe or other countries. Member States are obliged to inform the Commission of how they use the
revenues. Germany, for instance, is spending a large part of its auctioning revenues on climate change
projects in developing countries and emerging economies [38].

Inclusion of aviation in the EU ETS
Since the beginning of 2012, emissions from international aviation are included in the EU ETS. Like industrial
installations covered by the EU ETS, airlines receive tradable allowances covering a certain level of CO2
emissions from their flights per year.
The legislation adopted in 2008 (EC Directive 101/2008) originally applied to EU and non-EU airlines alike.
Emissions from flights to and from Iceland, Liechtenstein and Norway are also covered. Croatia will be fully
integrated into the aviation part of the EU ETS on 1 January 2014. In April 2013, however, under strong
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pressure of the United States, India, Russia and China, arguing that the EU did not have jurisdiction to
regulate flights when they were not in European skies, the EU decided to temporarily suspend enforcement
of the EU ETS requirements for flights operated in 2010, 2011, and 2012 from or to non-European countries,
while continuing to apply the legislation to flights within and between countries in Europe.
The EU took this initiative to allow time for the ICAO Assembly in autumn 2013 to reach a global agreement
to tackle aviation emissions. The ICAO resolution adopted on October 4th 2013 contains a paragraph saying
that no country can include another country's airlines in their ETS without a mutual agreement between the
two. At the same time the resolution contains a commitment to develop by 2016 a global market-based
mechanism addressing international aviation emissions and to apply it by 2020. Until then, countries or
groups of countries, such as the EU, can implement interim measures.
In response to the ICAO outcome and to give further momentum to the global discussions, the European
Commission has proposed an amendment to the Regulation, so that only the part of a flight that takes place
in European regional airspace is covered by the EU ETS. The change would apply from the beginning of 2014
until the planned global market-based mechanism enters into force.
The key features of the revised system would be:


Emissions from flights between airports in the European Economic Area (EEA, covering the 28 EU
Member States plus Norway and Iceland) would continue to be covered.



Emissions from flights to and from countries outside the EEA would be fully exempted for 2013.



From 1 January 2014, flights to and from countries outside the EEA would benefit from a general
exemption for the proportion of emissions that take place outside EEA airspace. Only the emissions
from the proportion of a flight taking place within EEA airspace would be covered.



To accommodate the special circumstances of developing countries, flights between the EEA and least
developed countries, low-income countries and lower-middle income countries which benefit from
the EU's Generalised System of Preferences and have a share of less than 1% of international aviation
activity would be fully exempted from the EU ETS.

This particular experience on aviation inclusion into a new system for credits trading, demonstrates the
practical difficulties and barriers which may be experienced due to the complexity of the system and the
diversity of the involved stakeholders.

3.3.3 Summary
Some of the Member States already auctioned part of their allowances in phases 1 and 2, which has
provided useful information for phase 3 and future improvements.
Both uniform price and ascending-clock price auctions have proven to be suitable methods for the EU ETS
market. A uniform price system could be preferred to strategically help small bidders. The ascending auction
allows for a reliable process of price discovery.
Important design aspects will be the frequency of the auction, determining the cap and establishing how the
revenues of the auction will be distributed. A homogeneous policy across all EU Member States to allocate
the allowances is key, since differences between countries in the first two phases created inequity situations.
However, the attempt to include aviation emissions in the EU ETS showed how hard it can be to deploy a
new international mechanism at this level.
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4. The case of airport slot allocation
The grandfathering system that has traditionally been used in European major airports has two advantages:
first, it reduces transaction costs and, secondly, it permits airlines to plan long term operations. However, it
is not an efficient system as slots do not normally end up in the hands of the airlines that value them the
most [16]. Nonetheless, not all the authors agree on the fact that a more market-oriented approach would
be the best option:


DotEcon [31] emphasizes that the auctioning of slots will only be a beneficial solution at certain
airports and at certain time periods (peak hours), where availability of slots is scarce: in the absence of
scarcity, the current administrative system in EU would do as well as an auction as prices paid by
bidders would be low.



They agree to the fact that combinatorial auctions systems can achieve a higher level of efficiency, as
they are able to take account of a wider range of trade-offs in how airport capacity might be used.
However, in their opinion, stakeholders consider that such auctions would be highly complex and the
results uncertain.



Meehan [67] is worried about the uncertainty of the impact on the US market: if political forces such
as the Federal Government become involved, there might be political interferences in the market, in a
similar way of when administrative measures are imposed. Demand management strategies adapted
to each particular airport could be more effective.



Humphreys [73] agrees that the secondary market in the EU did not solve the underlying problem, as
most slots remained with the incumbent carriers. But instead, he proposes to limit grandfather rights
to a fixed period of time and to return a certain proportion of slots to the slot pool every year so that
all airlines can bid for these slots, and to formalise and strengthen more the secondary trading system.

Auctions are not the only proposal in an attempt to achieve market efficiency. For example, Castelli
et al. [12] perform a quantitative analysis of the economic impact of grandfather rights and conclude that
the system disutility (i.e. the sum of the costs of the individual airlines) is higher when grandfather rights are
present. Consequently, they propose a compensation mechanism to transfer the disutility of the system to
each airline and redistribute the surplus resulting from the elimination of grandfather rights: when a flight is
forced to use an undesired slot, it receives a payment from the airlines with flights that can use the slots
they desire. This quantitative approach demonstrates that even airlines that currently have grandfather
rights can benefit from their elimination.
Independently from the new mechanisms to allocate slots, it has to be borne in mind that slot allocation is a
problem of at least two airports: origin (take-off slots) and destination (landing slots). In some cases
(especially for network carriers with a hub & spoke network) it can be an even more complicated problem
involving more than two airports (i.e. flights feeding the hub, connections, etc.). Consequently, many studies
claim for an open market for the acquisition of airport slots both in any EU member and in the US. For
example, Deloitte [28] proposes a web based transparent system for slots controlled by a joint EU/US
regulator.
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With regard to auctioning new capacity, there is a significant divergence of views between stakeholders,
with airports generally in favour, and airlines almost universally against. A proof of that is that in 2008, there
was a proposal for slot auctions for LaGuardia, Kennedy, and Newark airports, but it met the opposition of
the New York Port Authority and the airlines. Furthermore, amendments to ban slot auctions were
introduced in the US Congress [9].
On the other hand, there have been several important analyses and proposals in favour of adopting a more
auction market-oriented approach to the allocation of slots at congested airports:


Some economics consultants and academics suggest using the auction design that is commonly used
for spectrum auctions (i.e. simultaneous ascending auctions) in which the airlines can bid for several
complementary slot combinations. Cramton [20] proposed a package clock auction in which airlines
only have to pay their bids if they get all the complementary slots they desired. This approach was
tested for the auctioning of slots at New York City’s airports [20]. Meehan [67] and Ball et al. [7] also
agreed with this design in case that an auction approach was taken.



In 2001, DotEcon [30] suggested using a simultaneous ascending auction followed by a secondary
market in order to reduce exposition risk and allow an efficient reallocation of slots: airlines would be
able to rectify if they failed to acquire all of their strategic slots in the auction phase. In 2006 [31], they
proposed a simpler approach with a hybrid allocation process that could be used to allocate only new
capacity whilst continuing to allocate existing capacity using the current system. This two-stage
process for the new capacity would consist of:
-

First stage: a relatively simple auction that allocates ‘scheduling rights’.

-

Second stage: a detailed administrative coordination carried out by the coordinator given the
specific requests for timed slots from scheduling rights holders.

Their work also details further this approach and other market-based alternatives. They agree to the
potential economic benefits from more efficient primary allocation, even given modest increases in
capacity and the possibility of secondary trading. As an example, in the case of a 10% increase in
capacity at London Heathrow, they estimate benefits from £0.8 to £3.6 billion in net present value.
There would also be a one-off cost of implementing an auction of £10-15 million, but there is a strong
case for allocating capacity by auctions.


Along the same lines, Ball et al. [6] suggest using three types of market mechanisms: first, an auction
to allocate long-term slots; secondly, a market that allows airlines exchange their slots in order to
improve the initial allocation and accomplish market efficiency; thirdly, a “near-real-time market” that
permits slots exchange among airlines on a particular day of operation (e.g. delays due to
unfavourable weather conditions).



It is worth mentioning another study of the European Commission that performs a thorough analysis
of the impact of slot auctioning [65]:
-

Auctioning will not increase the number of slots, but will lead to a more efficient distribution.
Also, because slots will be sold to those airlines that value them the most, the expectation that
they will immediately be traded is less likely; slot mobility may be reduced, but just because
the auction mechanism achieved earlier the expected result of allowing a secondary market.
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-

Dominant hub-based airlines will normally be expected to increase their slot holdings at their
home bases, but the level of competition between services will strengthen, providing a similar
level of welfare for the consumer than a secondary trading; welfare in longer routes is
expected to increase and vice versa.

-

Operators on short-haul routes with small aircraft will fail to obtain by auction any of the more
valuable slots, although they may be able to obtain some off-peak slots at low cost. As a result,
vital links to the peripheral regions and Member States are likely to be priced out in any
auction. Consideration may need to be given to carving out of the auction process enough
slots to support services on essential thin routes.

-

The compatibility of auctioning systems with IATA Guidelines should be reviewed.

-

Auctions would prove beyond doubt what the value of each slot is to the airlines, and would
give valuable signals to those responsible for airport provision as to the level and timing of the
need for increases in capacity.

-

Auction systems are not inconsistent with secondary trading, although in the early stages, air
carriers may be hesitant to trade until they become aware of the relative costs of acquisition
of slots by each route.

-

Auctioning might be considered particularly appropriate in those intermediate situations
where there is a substantial increase in capacity which is nevertheless still well below market
demand.

-

The beneficial effect of slot auctions will be in the short run for congested airports. In the long
run, secondary trading may lead to a similar result.
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5. Conclusions, recommendations and principles for
design
This document has presented a succinct outline of markets and auction theory, and a review of its
application in several fields (air transport, radio electric spectrum, electricity generation and emission rights).
We have observed that all of these markets (with the exception of airport slots) have definitely opted for an
auction as a means of allocation.
The use of auctions in the studied markets is relatively recent: the radio electric market was traditionally
allocated by means of competitive tenders or lotteries. However, since the first major US spectrum auction
in 1994, the use of auctions as allocating mechanism has generalised: many European countries auctioned
their 3G licences (years 2000-2001), and the vast majority used an auction for the allocation of 4G licences
(years 2010-2011). Similarly, in the case of emission rights markets, whereas in most European countries
permits have been granted free of charge during the last few years, there is a plan for them to be auctioned
as of 2013. Electricity power generation also uses auctions both in short-term and long-term markets.
Therefore, independently from the country, we see that the use of auctions in these markets has become
the norm.
Ideally, auctions ensure that the auctioned item ends up in the hands of the agent that values it the most.
However, the case studies presented in this document highlighted the importance of a good auction design
so that this fact becomes true. A good auction mechanism both maximises the auctioneer’s revenue and
promotes competence among bidders. This will constitute a good opportunity for airport administrators, as
the current slot allocation system based on grandfather rights does not provide any source of income. It will
also be a good opportunity for entrant airlines that have traditionally faced difficulties when trying to get a
slot currently used by an incumbent airline.
The following sections will present the main conclusions about several key factors of an auction market
design.

5.1 What to auction
Auctioning can be introduced in air transport for the slot allocation problem in very different ways, being the
most disruptive auctioning all the capacity of every airport.
If “use it or lose it” rules are maintained, some operators could be forced to return some of their slots to a
“pool”. At a certain time, it can be decided to auction just the slots in that pool. Also, in a similar case, many
sources suggest auctioning just the new capacity of congested airports, while keeping grandfather rights for
the already existent capacity. The main reason is the uncertainty that a disruptive change like auctioning all
the capacity might introduce in the market.
A strategy similar to the one adopted by the EU ETS could help provide a progressive and smoother
transition. The idea would be to establish several incremental phases along several years, with feedback and
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refinement between them. The auctioned capacity would increase in each phase until a final situation of full
auctioning is reached. The experience of the auctions carried out in each phase will serve as input for the
ones to be developed in the next stage, so unsatisfactory aspects can be improved.

5.2 Where to auction
There is still the question of what airports should auction their capacity. All, only congested ones, or would it
depend on other factors? Nowadays, only “regulated” airports have slots, because they have more demand
than capacity at certain times. Scarcity of goods is needed in an auction market, so “regulated” airports
would be the first to consider.
However, the design of the auction has to be done carefully because the proportion between the number of
goods and the number of bidders (especially dominant bidders) is important, as it was demonstrated in the
spectrum auctions in Europe: the best results were obtained where few more licences than incumbent
operators were auctioned, because this situation encouraged new operators to bid for those extra licences
(they felt they had high chance to win).
The slot allocation problem is different, but the general idea could be understood in a similar way. Each
airport’s particularities should be carefully considered when designing the auction mechanism, e.g. the
number of available slots for a certain period of time, the number of incumbent airlines that traditionally
used those slots due to grandfather rights, the number of entrant air carriers interested in achieving those
slots, etc.
An auction in an airport whose capacity could be managed by just one big local operator might discourage
smaller operators, the number of bidders would reduce and so the outcome. The opposite situation might
exist if a large excess of capacity is auctioned for few bidders: a feeling of plenty would probably lower the
price of the slots and the revenue would also be smaller.
Combining the questions “what” and “where”, we should notice that the complementarity of slots is
essential. Therefore, both topics have to be considered together when designing and creating auction
process. But since the number of airports across Europe is large, so are the possibilities: establishing
geographical zones by regions, establishing scales with a hierarchy sorted by some criteria, or even auction
all the capacity of every airport at the same time.
It is difficult to give a definitive answer to this question now, as it depends on several factors, some of them
related to scarcity and complementarity. This could be one of those aspects to be refined progressively in
time if an incremental strategy is established.

5.3 When to auction and types of markets
Electricity auctions could also serve as inspiration to auction airport slots in the sense that the general trend
is to consider short-term (or spot) and long-term (or forward) markets. Forward markets have proven to be
useful to attract investors because they provide stability for a long period of time, and spot markets allow
the adaptation to fluctuations, particular situations, capacity expansions, etc.
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In airport slot allocation, a long-term slot auction could be the standard procedure whereas a short-term slot
auction could be used in particular situations (e.g. holidays, days with unfavourable weather conditions, new
capacity, etc.).
Long-term auctions require a good forecast of supply/demand for the comprised time frame. The auctioneer
has to decide how many goods will be auctioned and for how long, and the participants will bid depending
on their predictions of the utility they will be available to obtain for that time. The auctioneer will extract
from the auction useful information about what to expect in the near future, but daily operation will always
create particular situations that should be solved, thus making room for spot markets or any other
short-term mechanism.
There should be a compromise between market dynamicity and long-term stability. Frequent auctions may
help create a more dynamic market, by allowing a more frequent entry of new operators or optimising the
utility of some slots more often, but they will increase the uncertainty of long-term operations. Therefore,
this should be a parameter under study.

5.4 Type of auctions
Many articles and reports agree on the fact that the most convenient type of auction for landing and take-off
slots would be a simultaneous ascending auction (also known as combinatorial clock auction), so that airlines
could bid for complementary slots. This situation is very similar to radio electric spectrum auctions, where
telecommunication operators need to bid for several complementary spectral slots.
There are other key factors besides the type of auction mechanism that could lead the auction to succeed or
fail. The whole design of an auction mechanism for airport slots should bear in mind the lessons learned
from spectrum auctions: the successful case of UK’s 3G spectrum auction contrasts with the poorer
outcomes in subsequent spectrum auctions in other European countries, even though they all chose the
same type of auction (a simultaneous ascending auction).

5.5 Pricing mechanism
Uniform pricing has some important advantages, as it can be observed in all the electricity markets. With this
mechanism, the winners of the bid have to pay only the amount of the last bid used to match supply and
demand. The winners will be those ones whose bids were better than the matching price. This implies that
some participants will pay less money than what they were willing to pay.
This difference is mainly useful for two reasons: it enables a way to reimburse capital investments
(infrastructures, etc.), and it also encourages new small participants to enter the auction with a price
reference that will be mainly determined by the big bidders.
However, this mechanism is applied in electricity markets because in each auction there can be many
winners. In slot auctions the situation is different because a single slot cannot be shared, so it cannot be
applied in the same way, but a similarity could be made if an airport has several slots available at the same
time of the day (i.e., it has enough capacity for several flights to land/take-off at certain hour): in this case,
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that capacity could be auctioned with uniform price so that different airlines do not pay different amounts to
land or take-off at the same time in a single airport.
On the other hand, discriminatory pricing mechanisms, such as pay-as-bid, allow the maximisation of the
overall surplus of the market. In this case, the winners of the auction pay the amount they bid for the goods,
which generally will not be the same for each one. Discriminatory prices have been used in spectrum
auctions with good results; they maximise the revenues and give a better idea of the perceived value of a
slot.
In the case of slot auctions it is clear that slots at certain times will be valued higher. If uniform prices were
used for all, every operator would finally pay the same price for each slot, and it would represent a sort of
fare to use the airport.
A combination of discriminatory and uniform pricing mechanisms depending on the slots combinations could
be useful to bring the advantages of both systems. This aspect could also be taken as a parameter to study
by modelling and simulation.

5.6 The auctioneer
The existence of an entity responsible for the auctioning process is required. This entity is known as the
auctioneer, and it should be independent from all the participants (buyers or sellers).
Some of the responsibilities of the auctioneer could be:


to design the auctioning process,



to establish the requirements and rules to be followed for entities that want to participate in the
auctions,



to make available the mechanisms necessary:
-

for the participants to join,

-

to carry out the auction itself,



to supervise the regular development of the auction in absence of unfair behaviours, or to notify
irregular situations if any,



to announce the results of the auction.

The auctioneer could also act (or not) as the regulator of the market, as it generally happens in the electricity
market auctions. It could be the same agent regulating (if it existed) the secondary trading market.
Generally, the policy maker is a different entity from the auctioneer, but obviously there has to be a
communication link between them.
The effectiveness of additional mechanisms to address anti-competitive behaviour should be assessed with
regard to the sufficiency of existing competition law.
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5.7 The participants
Besides the auctioneer, the traditional participants to consider in the auctioning process would be airports
(as slot sellers) and airlines (as buyers). In addition, as it is generally observed in electricity markets, other
types of entities should be considered, such as “aggregators” or other stakeholders.
Aggregators could be entities representing several operators at the same time. This might be useful for small
airlines that want to start operating in an airport: joining all together as a single bidder might help them to
compete with big operators and would raise their chances to win some slots; besides they could have
agreements among them to share the slots they have won.
Another possibility would be to consider different stakeholders as valid participants, for example, financial
institutions or public administrations, which are not final users of the slots, but would act as intermediaries
either with economic or political aims.
There is much concern from stakeholders that new entities such as aggregators or financial institutions could
participate in the market. One of the reasons is the profit they would be looking for, so an aggregation of
small air carriers should probably be analysed as a different case from an investment firm that wants to
enter the auction.
Anyway, the auctioneer and/or market regulator has to establish the set of rules to become a participant in
the auctioning processes, considering all these non-traditional figures. There is also a need for supervising
the fair competence and the absence of monopolistic situations. For instance, in a big market with fair
competence and lots of bidders, the design of the auction would not likely be modified by an aggregation of
some participants, but the impact could be important if the number of participants is very small, and
therefore, the auctioneer should establish criteria on how and when participants are allowed to bid from an
aggregator.

5.8 Secondary markets
A secondary trading market is perfectly compatible with an auctions strategy. The point is that, ideally, a
good auction system is expected to achieve the same result sooner than the secondary trading markets
allow in the presence of grandfather rights.
For a secondary market to exist, there is a need to clarify how to understand the ownership of a slot: do they
belong to an airport, or to the auctioneer, and what the bidder wins is just a right of use? Or do they belong
to the agent who won them, and it has also the rights to trade with them (whether it is grant, lease or sell
them)?
A secondary trading market could be used in a similar way as the spot markets in electricity: it could help fix
small operational or short-term issues without having to wait to the next auction, improving the utility of the
slots.
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5.9 Auction implementation and information
Nowadays, an electronic platform is generally the system preferred to implement and support auctions.
A set of software components would enable the participants to register themselves for the auction, make
their bids, and receive the results. The auctioneer would supervise and manage the auction from the other
side of this software, making decisions, establishing the winners with algorithms, announcing the results, etc.
Usually, each market develops its own pieces of software. However, this is a long and very expensive effort
whose cost could mean a significant impact for the auctioneer. Therefore, sometimes common platforms are
found. A shared common auctioning platform for all the member states would help save overall costs and
would ease the participation of any entity from any country. Easing the ability to trade and the access to the
market may help develop the market for airport slots, overcoming informational asymmetries and providing
liquidity.
Also, a compromise between secrecy and transparency of information is generally found in other auction
markets. In the first place, although the auction procedure has to be detailed publicly and is known by the
participants, generally the complete details of the algorithms used to determine the winner(s) or the price
are not fully known. This is intended to avoid tricky or irregular behaviours from participants that may have a
negative impact on the result of the auction.
The same discussion could be raised about the information related to the participants of the auction. On one
hand, transparency has advantages because it allows data processing to create feedback for stakeholders,
such as regulators, policy makers, airports (i.e., slot demand, convenience of capacity
expansions/reductions, etc.), operators (they have a reference price for next auctions), and last but not least,
the general public (mainly because of the revenues). On the other hand, there might be confidentiality issues
with operators (competing interests, commercial strategies, market forecasts, etc.). The auctioneer could
keep the individual data secret and then process and deliver data in a generic, anonymous or aggregated
form.

5.10 Revenues distribution
As already mentioned, the auctioning process is expected to generate important revenues. The first
recommendation is that the information about the overall revenues is made public: transparency for citizens
is very important in these matters. Also, the way in which these revenues will be distributed or assigned to
different topics should be clearly and publicly established since the beginning. As in the EU ETS market, part
of these revenues could be allocated to the air transport domain: reimbursement of auction or operational
costs, expanding capacity in congested airports or improving/upgrading their systems, research,
development and innovation activities, dissemination and training, etc. But another part could be allocated
to different topics, or even in other domains, etc.
The auctioneer should bear in mind that the auction is intended to generate wealth, growth of markets and
wellness for citizens, and not only short-term economic revenues which may not lead to a better future
situation. Some auctions have maximised the income for the auctioneer, but had contributed to the winner’s
curse. Obviously this is not only auctioneer’s fault, but the auctioneer should not be the one to blame.
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5.11 Scalability and adaptability
Scalability and adaptability are key factors that should be considered when designing and implementing the
auction process.
A common general strategy has to exist, but it has to be flexible enough so that it can be adapted to the
needs of different types of airports, different types of operators, etc. In the end, there has to be some
customisation in the final design.
Scalability is also important if a progressive strategy is adopted, introducing auctions first in some regions or
airports, to later extend it to a wider range.
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